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스케치를 이용한 웹 환경에서의
3차원 모델 검색
(Web-based 3D Object Retrieval from
User-drawn Sketch Query)
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요 약 터치기반 스마트 기기의 발달에 따라, 사용자가 펜/손가락을 이용하여 그린 스케치를 기반으로
다양한 멀티미디어 검색 기술은 컴퓨터 비전, 컴퓨터 그래픽스, 패턴인식, HCI 분야에서 많은 각광을 받고
있다. 하지만, 기존의 텍스트 정보를 기반으로 한 검색 시스템은 사용자가 원하는 멀티미디어 데이터를 정
확히 검색하는데 한계가 있다. 따라서, 멀티미디어 자체가 가지고 있는 정보를 이용하여 검색할 수 있는
내용 기반 멀티미디어 검색에 관한 연구가 필요하게 되었다. 본 논문에서는 Hybrid Edge Descriptor(HED)
를 사용한 웹 환경에서의 사용자가 스케치로부터 3차원 모델을 검색할 수 있는 시스템을 제안한다. 3차원
모델로부터 다양한 방향으로 투영된 suggestive contour 영상 및 사용자가 그린 스케치 영상으로부터 전
역/지역 히스토그램 분석을 이용한 HED 검색자를 통해 회전 및 이동에 강인한 3차원 모델 검색 시스템을
제안한다.
키워드: 3D 객체 검색, 스케치 기반 쿼리, 검색자, HTML5

Abstract Three-dimensional (3D) object retrieval from user-drawn sketch queries is one of the
important research issues in the areas of pattern recognition and computer graphics for simulation,
visualization, and Computer Aided Design. The performance of content-based 3D object retrieval
system depends on the availability of effective descriptors and similarity measures for this kind of
data. In this paper, we present a sketch-based 3D object retrieval system by extracting a hybrid edge
descriptor which is robust against rotation and translation. The experimental results which are based
on HTML5 and WebGL show that proposed sketch-based 3D object retrieval method is very efficient
to search and order the 3D objects according to user’s intention.
Keywords: 3D object retrieval, sketch-based query, descriptor, HTML5
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1. 서 론
3D object data is becoming popular in many application areas. It is used as the basis for computer aided
design, scientific simulation, visualization, serious and
entertainment gaming, and so on. To re-use existing
3D object content from large 3D object repositories or
web, methods are needed to retrieve the 3D objects
requested by users. The area of 3D object retrieval
includes methods for implementing efficient descriptors
that allow similarity and retrieval in large 3D object
in the world.
Numerous retrieval methodologies have been pro-

Fig. 1 Flowchart to retrieve the 3D object from userdrawn sketch query on the web

posed to measure the similarity between 3D objects
for usage in retrieval algorithms. One of the most

Recent research has therefore addressed the deve-

popular approaches is to extract descriptors for each

lopment of approaches that compensate for the struc-

3D objet, and determine the similarity between a pair

tural differences between the sketch and the target

of objects based on the distance calculated with a

3D object, to allow for effective retrieval. Two basic

metric defined in the descriptors. Regarding the

methods can be distinguished: 1) One method can

execution of queries, most methods assume that the

transform, by non-photorealistic rendering methods, the

user query is carried out by the query-by-3D object

target 3D object to a visual representation that is

paradigm. The advantage of this approach is that

structurally more similar to hand-drawn sketches,

both the query and the candidate objects from the

prior to descriptor extraction. And 2) the other method

databases are of the same structure and therefore, a

can define descriptors that encode only those object

single descriptor type is applicable. A drawback is

properties which are common to both the user sketches

that the user needs to provide a query object, which

and the 3D objects. An example of the latter is

is obviously difficult if the user does not have a prior

gradient descriptors, which consider the dominant

object, or if selection from the database is not possible

orientations of the lines in images.

because of its size.
An alternative approach to query-by3D object is to

In this paper, we present an efficient approach for
sketch-based 3D object retrieval based on hybrid

allow the user to provide free-form sketches that

edge descriptor which combines global and local edge

approximate the shape of the 3D objects to be

features. Our general approach follows the archi-

retrieved. Sketch-based query formulation has been

tecture of a typical feature-based retrieval system:

successfully established in the domain of image

Feature vectors are extracted from query and candi-

retrieval [1-3]. Recently, also sketch-based retrieval

date 3D objects, and rankings are produced by a

has come into focus for the task of 3D object retrieval.

distance function defined on the feature vector repre-

The advantages of sketch-based 3D object retrieval

sentations. In case of sketch-based retrieval, the

are that no existing 3D object is required and that the

challenge is to find features that are structurally

user is not constrained in formulating the visual query.

similar with respect to object content, when extracted

A disadvantage of this approach, however, is that the

from the different modalities 3D object (mesh) and

query and the candidate objects are not of the same

user

structure anymore: The query is a free-form sketch,

suggestive contours have shown to work well for

free-hand

sketch.

Features extracted from

possibly with, variance in the level of detail and

sketch-based 3D object retrieval. Fig. 1 illustrates our

abstraction as sketched by the user; the 3D objects in

retrieval workflow, explicitly considering the sparse

the database are precisely modeled and defined

coding scheme introduced.

according to the given 3D file format.

The remainder of this paper is structured as
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follows. In Section 2 we recall related work about

domain analysis like EFSD (Edge-based Fourier

sketch-based 3D object retrieval. In Section 3 we

Spectra Descriptor) [16], and FDC (Fourier Descriptor

explain in detail, how we extract features from 3D

on 3D model Silhouettes) [17] have shown effective

objects using suggestive contours and hybrid shape

in certain Computer Vision applications and also

descriptor for robust 3D object retrieval. In Section 4

work well for sketch-based 3D retrieval. An alterna-

we present the experimental results showing the

tive to gradient features are key shapes, which have

effectiveness of our proposed approach on the web.

been considered for 3D retrieval for example in [18-22]

We summarize our contribution and outline future

as a basis to form a descriptor. In terms of large scale

work in the area in Section 5.

sketch-based 3D object retrieval, most approaches
like Currently, sketch-based 3D retrieval considers all

2. Related Work

user sketches uniformly. Potential improvements could

In this section, we review methods for retrieval
based on user sketches. Recently, sketch-based methods
have been researched for application in 3D object and
image retrieval. The idea is to have the user provide

be achieved classifying user sketches into different
types during preprocessing.

3. Our Proposed Approach

a sketch of the visual properties of the shape to be

In general, a retrieval system contains an off-line

searched. One of the first 3D object retrieval systems,

feature extraction and on-line similarity measure and

the Princeton Shape Search Engine [4], provided a

retrieval process. To retrieve 3D object, we use a

sketch interface with which users could upload shape

view-based approach that transforms a 3D object

projections, and spherical harmonics features were

into 2D shapes by projecting it from regularly

extracted from sketches and 3D objects for ranking

sampled viewpoints. We create a set of 2D images

of answer objects. However, specific customization of

from the 3D object, and then retrieve the 3D object

the features to match the properties of the human

from the database in which we enroll the n vectors

sketches was not a component on the approach. In

integrating the g × 1 global descriptor and the l × 1

another work, the idea of modeling by example [5]

local descriptors for each of m 3D objects. Before

was introduced in which by means of object segmen-

extract the features from 3D object, we need to align

tation and 3D retrieval, the modeling process was

the dimension of the user-drawn 2D sketch query

accelerated by re-usage of existing object parts.

and 3D object. To extract a set of 3D projection

Building on this idea, the system in [6] was extended

images from n virtual cameras around 3D object, a

by a sketch interface.

suggestive contour image is created like the method

Yoon et al. [7] proposed an approach for sketch-

initially proposed in [10] because the suggestive

based 3D retrieval that extracts features from a

contour rendering is known to provide conveying the

non-photorealistic rendering of the 3D objects, thereby

object’s shape consistently and precisely. Fig. 2

making the sketch and the target 3D views struc-

shows the rendered suggestive contours from the 3D

turally more compatible with each other. Specifically,

object. We then generate n hybrid edge descriptors

the suggestive contour rendering method [10] for

representing the characteristic of the 3D object, by

smooth edge extraction from complex 3D object was

staking the global and local features obtained each of

used.

the n suggestive images.

The

retrieval

performance

was

improved

compared to when features were extracted from

The procedure to extract hybrid edge descriptor is

photorealistic renderings, based on objects and a set

presented in Fig. 3. The sketch query image is

of user-provided sketches. Sketch-based retrieval

composed of rough few white-black lines, so there

has also been considered in 2D image retrieval app-

are only few features to be used. The sketched edge

lications, and in conjunction with appropriate index-

features

ing techniques can provide efficient and effective

(viewpoint and characteristic of the object). The

results also for very large data sizes [1-3,12-14].

hybrid edge descriptor which is basically combined

Gradient features such as HOG [15], and Fourier

with global edge feature and local edge feature keeps

provides

the

intention

of

the

users
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Fig. 2 The suggestive contour images which are regularly projected into 14 different virtual viewpoints

Fig. 3 Hybrid edge descriptor which is composed of local and global features. It is very efficient to rotation
and translation of the user-drawn sketch queries and projected suggestive contours
the key features against translation and rotation

from the sub-divided block is represented as the

change of the deformable 3D object.

average gray levels can be represented as , where, s

From size normalized query image, and suggestive

is the number of the image block and (i, j) is the

contour image which is projected from 3D object, the

position of the block from given size normalized

edge of the image is analyzed into 5 types: vertical (fv),

image. The local feature l × 1, which is the combina-

horizontal (fh), 45-degree diagonal (fd-45), 135-degree

tion of the magnitude of the image block is shown as

diagonal (fd-135), and non-directional (fnd) edges. The
global edge feature vector of the whole image(g × 1)

s

ml − v =

k ( i, j )× fv ( k )

k =1

is represented as the combination of magnitude of

s

the 5 types of histogram edges [23] such that

m g − v + m g − h + m g − d − 45 + m g − d _ 135 + m g − nd ,

∑a

(1)

ml − h =

∑a

where mg-v is the magnitude of vertical edge
histogram, mg-h is the magnitude of horizontal edge
histogram, mg-d-45 is the magnitude of 45 degree of

s

ml −d −45 =

∑a ( i, j ) × f

no direction of edge histogram. The local features

k

d −45( k )

k =1

edge histogram, mg-d-135 is the magnitude of 135
degree of edge histogram, mg-nd is the magnitude of

k ( i, j )× fh ( k )

k =1

s

ml −d −135 =

∑a ( i, j ) × f
k

k =1

d −135( k )

(2)
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the following equation:

s

ml − nd =

∑

a k ( i , j ) × f nd ( k )

S ( f q , h( i − 1 ) + j ) =

k =1

where

ml-v

is

the

magnitude

of

vertical

edge

histogram, ml-h is the magnitude of horizontal edge
histogram, ml-d-45 is the magnitude of 45 degree of

Note that the value of similarity measure which is
descriptor f q and h( i −1 )+ j are

edge

degree of edge histogram, ml-nd is the magnitude of

S ( f q , h( i − 1 ) + j ) = 1.

block. The local feature is also combination of the different types of the edge histogram is represented as

ml − v + ml − h + ml − d − 45 + ml − d _ 135 + ml − nd ,

(6)

shown in Eq.6 lies in the interval [0,1]. If the hybrid

edge histogram, ml-d-135 is the magnitude of 135
no direction of edge histogram from given image

f q ⋅ h( i − 1 ) + j
f q h( i − 1 ) + j

identical

then

4. Experiments
We conducted experiments to evaluate the effecti-

(3)

veness of our proposed method as compared to two

The hybrid edge histogram which is composed of

alternative retrieval methods [21,22]. We discuss the

global and local feature is very effective to retrieve

obtained results in three parts: the experimental

the 3D object even though there is translation and

setup on the web in Section 4.1; the retrieval results

rotation of the given user-drawn sketch query and

from

suggestive contour images of the 3D objects.

numerous users in Section 4.2, and comparison of our

Let q s be a query to be retrieved by evaluating its
similarity to objects { Bi }im= 1 . To retrieve the 3D

representative

sketched

query

images

by

method against state-of-the-art previous approaches
in Section 4.3.
4.1 Experiments Setup

objects based only on a user-drawn 2D sketched query

We conducted experiments to evaluate the retrieval

image, we project the 3D object Bi into 2D suggestive

performance of our approach. For our experiments,

images { φi , j }in=1 . We assign q s to the sketch image

we used several 3D mesh models from the Princeton
3D mesh segmentation Benchmark (http://segeval.cs.

m ,n
and the suggestive image { φi , j }i = 1, j = 1 the ( g + l ) × 1

princeton.edu/) [24]. We used 260(M) models from 13

{ hi , j }im=,1n, j = 1 obtained by

classes, i.e. humans, cups, airplane, ant, chair, or

feature vectors

fq

and

aligning the g × 1 global descriptors and the histogram
vector of the l × 1 local descriptors from the sketch

sunglasses. Accordingly we rendered 260(M) × 14(n)
suggestive contour images which we used for our
evaluation.

and the suggestive contours, respectively. That is the

Fig. 4 illustrates the main UI to retrieve the 3D

hybrid descriptor f q and hi , j are decomposed into

object from user-drawn sketch query on the web. As
shown in Fig. 4, the webpage is based on HTML5

two part:

with support for the latest multimedia (especially 3D

⎛
f q = ⎜⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛hg ⎞
f qg ⎞⎟
⎜ i, j ⎟
h
=
and
i
,
j
⎜⎜ l ⎟⎟
f ql ⎟⎟⎠
⎝ hi , j ⎠

objects) while keeping it easily readable by humans
(4)

g
where f qg and hi , j are the g × 1 global feature vectors

and

f ql and hil, j are the l × 1 local feature vectors

[22]. We normalize the vectors into a unit norm. For
the sake of simplicity, we index the hybrid edge
m ,n
descriptor { hi , j }i = 1, j = 1 as

h( i − 1 ) + j := hi , j for i = 1,… , m and j = 1,… , n.

and consistently understood by various types of computers and devices. For interactive rendering of the
retrieved 3D objects from user-drawn sketch queries,
we used the WebGL which is based on JavaScript
API to efficiently render the 3D objects with any
compatible web browser without the use of plug-in.
Table 1 shows the compatible web browsers that our
proposed web-based 3D object retrieval system

(5)

support. As shown in Table 1, our proposed system
with HTML 5 and WebGL robustly support to all

The similarity between hybrid edge descriptor of

type of computers and smart devices except Internet

the sketch query f q and h( i −1 )+ j is then given by

Explore because Microsoft has never supported
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query image. In the top ranked 3D modes as shown
in Fig. 5(b), the top-ranked 3D objects have the
similarity based on the similarity measure from Eq. 6
between [0, 1]. Some 3D objects are wrongly retrieved,
however the projected images of these 3D models are
quite similar to the user’s sketches.
We can also approximately recover the view the
Fig. 4 Experimental environment for web-based 3D

user had in mind, when drawing the sketch query
image as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). The example

object retrieval using HTML5 and WebGL

query image is sketched from the front viewpoint of
the OpenGL ES it is based on. We also tested

the target object. The closest view of the 3D models

various formats of the 3D object for fast visualiza-

are also full-frontal or slightly in profile. One useful

tion and rendering. As shown in Table 2, the *.CTM

side application of our proposed method is that we

format is faster than other formats which are popu-

can also estimate the user’s viewpoint, given that

larly used in the community of computer graphics.

database models are given in a consistent 3D refer-

We evaluated the performance of the rendering of the

ence frame. The wrongly retrieved 3D objects in Fig. 5

3D object on desktop PC (Intel Core i5 GeoForce

are highly ranked because of their projected and

GTX480) and Nexus 7 Table PC.

size-normalized images are very similar to user-drawn

4.2 Evaluation of sketch-based 3D object retrieval

sketches.
4.3 Comparison of Retrieval Performance

In this section, we show the results of the retrieved
3D objects from various user-drawn sketches on the

To systematically evaluate and compare the per-

web. We first analyze the retrieved 3D objects by

formance of our proposed methodology to remarkable

one sketched query image and the variation of its

previous approaches, we took a detailed look at the

similarity measure. Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the top

sensitivity of the performance of our method in

ranked 3D objects, retrieved for user sketches. Fig. 5(a)

comparison to variation of it, by Nearest Neighbor

shows the retrieved results from the simplified sketch

(NN), Second Tier (ST), E-Measures (E), Discounted

Table 1 Compatible web browsers that our proposed system with HTML5 and WebGL
Desktop
Chrome
(Window)

Firefox
(Window)

Mobile

Safari
(Window)

Safari
(Mac)

Chrome
(Mac)

Chrome
(Android)

Safari
(IOS)

Chrome
(IOS)

UI

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

2D sketch query

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

3D object

O

O

X

O

O

O

X

X

Click/touch event

O

O

X

O

O

Δ

X

X

Table 2 Comparison of loading and rendering performance between various 3D object formats
File format

*.STL

*.OBJ

*.CTM

Loading speed

1.6sec

3sec

0.3sec

Table 3 Quantitative comparison of sketch-based 3D object retrieval between our proposed method and
alternative approaches
Nearest Neighbor
(NN)

Second Tier
(ST)

E-Measures
(E)

Cumulated Gain
(DCG)

Average Precision
(AP)

Our approach

0.294

0.308

0.208

0.514

0.327

HOG with Euclidean
distance[17]

0.220

0.286

0.182

0.513

0.292

Compressive Sensing based
approach [11]

0.283

0.317

0.195

0.527

0.316

Method
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(a) Examples of the retrieved 3D objects from sketch queries from different users

(b) The similarity between high ranked objects and sketch queries using hybrid edge descriptor

Fig. 5 Example of the high ranked 3D objects from various user-drawn sketches and its similarity measure
Cumulated Gain (DCG), and Average Precision (AP)

descriptor by extracting the histogram of the image

which are found in [25]. These are standard, widely-

of the whole and image blocked image. Based on our

used methods to evaluate the performance of informa-

experimental evaluation, we argue that the proposed

tion retrieval systems. Table 3 compares the hybrid

web-based 3D object retrieval system is robust by

edge descriptor based 3D object retrieval and HOG-

providing highly efficient categorization of higher-

DTF features using Euclidean distance measure [7]

dimension descriptors. Based on our web-based 3D

and in the alternative compressive sensing encoding

object retrieval will be interesting by adapting the

and feature optimization [11]. In particular, we see

feature vectors to the sketch in style of different

that the hybrid edge descriptor which combines local

users. We will also focus on our abilities to find the

and global features is more effective than previous

convenient user interface for the people who do not

approaches because our proposed system is very

have the confidence in drawing sketches. Most pre-

robust against translation and translation. Table 3

vious approaches for 3D object retrieval system only

shows that our proposed system increases the perfor-

focused on robust feature extraction, but our

mance on the whole and keeps the balance between

proposed hybrid edge descriptor-based 3D object

different classes comparing to previous approaches.

5. Discussion
In this paper we propose a user-drawn sketch based
3D object retrieval approach based on hybrid edge

retrieval is very efficient to retrieve the 3D object in
real-time using WebGL and HTML 5 to be applied
to various areas. We will continue our research to find
the similar pose from the projected images from a
large database.
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